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A Look Inside Community Technology Centers

Gloria D. Mullons, National Louis University

National Louis University offers a PhD in Community Psychology. This video is a final presentation in one of the courses in the program.

This study identifies how CTCs select curriculum based on five categories when serving underserved populations. The purpose of the study is to understand how CTCs currently serve communities in order to best identify how customized programs can alleviate barriers for individuals. The digital divide continues to expand whenever new technology and software is released into the market.

"CTCs were created to fill the gap in the digital divide. CTCs are unique in targeting services around underserved populations."

SPACE is pleased to present a narrated slide show as a departure from the traditional article. All are encouraged to submit nontraditional, creative, and multimedia submissions, such as original poetry, digital stories, videos, etc.

Access the video at Community Technology Centers. If the video does not open on your computer, you may access it here: https://youtu.be/FRa56Gc7rs8